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Why Atom Can?t Replace Vim [2]

1976 was a good year for text editors. At MIT, Richard Stallman and Guy Steele wrote the
first version of Emacs. And over at Berkeley, Bill Joy wrote vi (though it wouldn?t be called
that for a few years yet).

Folder Color : Make Your Folder Icon in Nautilus and Nemo Colorful [3]

Want to coloring your folder in nautilus or nemo file manager? here?s the simple way to make
you folder have different color in nautilus and nemo file manager using folder color .

Timekpr ? Easy To Use Parental Control App for Ubuntu 14.04 LTS [4]

If I added up all of the hours I?ve lost at my desktop simply by doing nothing of note I?d
likely be eligible for honorary Time Lord status from Gallifrey.

7 open source tools and free resources for writing [5]

Most of us encounter parts of our workday where we must write or document something.
Whether for building out the plan of a project, for the documentation of a project, or for the
creation of the project itself, like an article or blog post, writing is a part of many of our daily
lives regardless of industry or field.

Open source tools can be used to get writing done, and freely available resources can be used
to supplement and enhance that work. As a content manager here at Opensource.com, there are
seven open source tools and resources that I use everyday.

Popular Download Manager flareGet 3.1-36 Arrives with Massive Improvements [6]

flareGet 3.1-36, a full-featured, advanced, multi-threaded, multi-segment download manager
and accelerator for Linux, has been released and is now available for download.

spark: Itty bitty graphs for your terminal emulator [7]

sandy: An extremely svelte editor [8]

script: That terminal session recorder you always wanted [9]

speedtest-cli: Not the answers I wanted [10]

split: And the curse of the asinine defaults [11]

splitvt: Under the most dire of circumstances [12]

sqlite3: I won?t begin to try and explain [13]
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